
The Challenge:  INSANE SPEED CHALLENGE:
        Build a speed run car to challenge "The King of Speed" NIC CASE?
The Date:   Saturday, September 2, 2017
The Place:   The ENCINO VELODROME, Encino CA

I will put up a $100.00 prize, plus 100% of all "Insane Class" entry money if anyone can beat Nic Case 
and his INSANE Car.

The "Challenge" will include:
1) Must be a PAID Entrant in the VELO Race taking place.
2) Must beat the Lap Time NIC Set in practice at the MARCH EVENT. 
     (6.16 sec.) this will be the benchmark.
3) Nic must not BEAT your time on the day of the event. Oh, and he also must BEAT his 6.16 second lap
     to grab the cash!!

WINNER TAKES ALL -- either YOU (the challenger) or NIC the "KING of SPEED"

Specs:

  1/10th scale “Electric” only  r/c car.  
  1 single motor (any wind/turn) Brushed or Brushless 
  Up to 6 Lipo Cells (Nic ran his time on a 3s lipo, if that helps) or 18 ‘Round Cells’ 
  Any 1/10th scale body --  The body may be a Production Type, or Custom Build
  Wings/Spoilers MUST NOT be made of Metal, Carbon Fiber -- LEXAN ONLY
  Tires -- No Restrictions on tire type (at this time) 

This event will take place at our Sept. 2&3rd Oval Race at the Encino Velodrome.  Entry to the INSANE SPEED
CHALLENGE will be open to those entered in a regular oval class as a 2nd Class entry at the amount of $20.00
(Normal 2nd class  entry is only $10.00) -- However, if someone wants to participate who is NOT part of our
regular show, they will be allowed to enter at a cost of $60.00 which is the cost of a 1st class entry, plus the
insane entry.  The 1st $40.00 would not be included in the “Insane Class” entry money towards the INSANE
Payout. 

I’m looking forward to see who will try to take Nic’s Crown!

Info, Rules, Guidelines


